
 
 
Team, 
 
I wanted to share two important updates with you as we continue to work toward our twin goals 
of protecting the health and safety of our workforce and supplying safe, reliable energy to our 
customers. 
 
To further expand social distancing, PG&E has adopted a “split operations” posture to protect 
our Control Center operators and to maintain the continuity of service. This effort will protect 
employees and limit the impacts to the workforce, should a member of the team contract 
COVID-19. We’ve also been making plans in case the sequestering of critical Control Center 
and Power Generation / Diablo Canyon Power Plant employees becomes necessary. 
 
Split Operations Posture: Electric Operations 
 

• PG&E’s Transmission Grid Operations organization has separated the operating 
workforce and fully leveraged our two Control Center locations in Vacaville and Rocklin. 
Day-shift teams are working in the Vacaville Control Center and night-shift teams are 
working in the Rocklin Control Center. 

 
• PG&E’s Distribution Grid Operations organization is separating its operating workforce. 

Under normal conditions, PG&E operates our distribution system out of three Distribution 
Control Centers (DCC), located in Rocklin, Concord and Fresno. 
 
o These DCCs normally transfer jurisdictional control between one another on a 

routine basis and operate as a combined unit. Each DCC is considered a live back-
up facility for all three. 

 
o PG&E has created three alternate DCC sites to enable separation of the operating 

workforce. These alternative sites, in Auburn, San Ramon and Fresno, are located 
on existing PG&E property to take advantage of the PG&E communications network. 

 
o Testing of the three alternate DCC sites has been completed and the operating 

workforce will be transitioning into the sites in a sequential, controlled manner as of 
today (Tuesday, April 14). Day-shift and swing-shift teams will work in the primary 
DCC locations (Rocklin, Concord and Fresno) and night-shift teams will work in the 
alternate DCC locations (Auburn, San Ramon and Fresno). 

 
Split Operations Posture: Gas Operations 
 

• PG&E’s Gas Operations organization has separated its operating workforce and fully 
leveraged its primary and back-up Control Center locations. Day-shift teams are working 



in the primary Gas Control Center in San Ramon and night-shift teams are working in 
the back-up Gas Control Center in Vacaville. 

 
At the end of shifts at each of the 10 Control Centers, shift turnovers are performed remotely 
and the facilities are vacated. As with all of PG&E’s critical facilities, elevated cleaning is 
performed daily, seven days a week.  
 
Non-essential employees are no longer permitted in Control Centers without authorization. 
Facility tours have been cancelled, on-site support organization employees have been scaled 
back and remote-working strategies have been executed. 
 
Sequestration Planning 
 
PG&E is currently developing contingency plans to adopt a “sequestered” posture across the 
Gas and Electric Control Center teams and in Power Generation / Diablo Canyon Power Plant 
sites. That would mean that employees live and work around the clock at one of our facilities for 
an extended period of time. We would only do this if the impact of COVID-19 reached a point 
where staffing becomes a concern. 
 
We are identifying facilities, both permanent and mobile structures, to support a sequestered 
campus. To be clear, no decision has been made to sequester any employees and we 
continue to monitor the impacts and availability of our workforce from COVID-19. Some 
examples of what is being done now: 
 

• PG&E is currently in negotiations with IBEW Local 1245 on a COVID-19 Sequestration 
agreement. 

 
• PG&E has inquired about the capability of county and state governments to perform 

proactive COVID-19 testing for employees who would volunteer for sequestered duty. 
PG&E is also pursuing private COVID-19 testing options and is developing proactive 
self-quarantine plans, if COVID-19 testing is not available. 

 
• PG&E has reached out to 15 County Medical Health Operational Area Coordinators 

(MHOACs) to request proactive COVID-19 testing. 
 
Those plans, which include thresholds for implementation, are being thoughtfully developed with 
input from regulators, medical advisors and peers. Generation leadership has committed to 
providing its employees with as much information and advance notice as possible, if we were to 
determine that isolation actions became necessary. If granted regulatory approval, we would 
proceed with careful implementation and would continue to work with our medical advisor and 
others to ensure that any isolation actions would promote the health and safety of our 
employees. 
  
Stay safe. And thanks for all you do for our customers and for each other. 
 
Andy 


